This bold and beautiful new series of accordion
books showcases the world’s most famous
skylines.

LONDON

CITYSCAPE TIMELINE
YONI ALTER

Whether you’ve visited London and New York, or just dreamed
about going there, Yoni Alter’s stunning, boldly colored silhouettes
create lasting impressions of the city’s most recognizable features.
From St Paul’s to the Shard, London’s skyline tells a story of
ancient and modern ideals in a constant dialogue. New York’s
towering skyscrapers and intricate bridges reveal a city that is
forever innovating. Each city’s architectural narrative unfolds
chronologically into a 1 meter (39 inch) span; printed on the
reverse side are facts about each structure. Alter’s works of urban
geometry have earned him a huge international following. These
books are the perfect vehicles for his visually striking style. Great
for planning a trip or for recollecting a recent visit, these fun and
durable keepsakes are informative guides as well as works of art.
YONI ALTER is a designer and artist based in London. Alter has been exhibited
internationally and he has created work for clients such as Tate, The Guardian
and the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. He is the creator of two previous
books, Dot Art: Sticker Safari and Dot Art: Sticker Seurat (both by Prestel).
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This bold and beautiful new series of accordion
books showcases the world’s most famous
skylines.

NEW YORK

CITYSCAPE TIMELINE
YONI ALTER

Whether you’ve visited London and New York, or just dreamed
about going there, Yoni Alter’s stunning, boldly colored silhouettes
create lasting impressions of the city’s most recognizable features.
From St Paul’s to the Shard, London’s skyline tells a story of
ancient and modern ideals in a constant dialogue. New York’s
towering skyscrapers and intricate bridges reveal a city that is
forever innovating. Each city’s architectural narrative unfolds
chronologically into a 1 meter (39 inch) span; printed on the
reverse side are facts about each structure. Alter’s works of urban
geometry have earned him a huge international following. These
books are the perfect vehicles for his visually striking style. Great
for planning a trip or for recollecting a recent visit, these fun and
durable keepsakes are informative guides as well as works of art.
YONI ALTER is a designer and artist based in London. Alter has been exhibited
internationally and he has created work for clients such as Tate, The Guardian
and the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. He is the creator of two previous
books, Dot Art: Sticker Safari and Dot Art: Sticker Seurat (both by Prestel).
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The first-ever walking tour guide of New York
City’s stunning contemporary architecture
showcases the most intriguing new buildings
in the city.

NYC WALKS

GUIDE TO NEW ARCHITECTURE
JOHN HILL, WITH PHOTOGRAPHS BY PAVEL BENDOV

It can be hard to keep up with New York City’s surge of
cutting-edge architecture since the turn of the millennium.
This portable, easy-to-use guide directs readers to the city’s
newest architectural gems, all completed in the 21st century
with some still under construction. Divided into ten 1- to 3-mile
walks that extend from Columbia University through lower
Manhattan and across to Brooklyn and Queens, this guidebook
highlights over 150 buildings, popular destinations like the High
Line and Lincoln Center, and trendy locations such as Boerum
Hill and the Bowery. Led by author John Hill, these tours are
highly informative, engaging, and filled with fascinating insights
and details. Maps and numerous photographs make this guide
the perfect companion for anyone visiting New York City,
architecture buffs, and those wishing to better know the city
they call home.
JOHN HILL is editor-in-chief of international e-magazine World-Architects.com
and founder of the blog A Daily Dose of Architecture. He is the author of
100 Years, 100 Buildings and 100 Years, 100 Landscape Designs (both by Prestel).
He lives in New York City. PAVEL BENDOV is a New York-based architectural
photographer and the author of New Architecture New York (Prestel).
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This guide to New York City’s exciting new public
space explores Vessel from top to bottom, inside
and out, and from beginning to completion.

THE STORY OF NEW YORK'S
STAIRCASE
PAUL GOLDBERGER, JEFF CHU, AND JEN KIRBY
A public space like no other, Vessel was designed by the
renowned Heatherwick Studio to give New Yorkers and
visitors a unique vertical experience. In this book, readers can
witness every part of its development, from initial designs to
the finished structure. They’ll learn why and how Vessel came
to be and the significance of its placement in the Nelson Byrd
Woltz-designed Public Square and Gardens at Hudson Yards.
An essay by architecture critic Paul Goldberger explores the
importance of public spaces, while additional texts explain
the evolution of the neighborhood, discuss Vessel’s dramatic
design, and capture the responses of locals and tourists. A
wealth of photography follows the structure’s incredible path to
completion and the final result, with a total of 2,500 steps, 154
interconnected staircases, 80 viewing landings, and one mile of
pathways reaching 150 feet into the air. Documenting one of the
most complex pieces of architectural steelwork ever built at this
scale, this book offers a fascinating, detailed, and unforgettable
look at Vessel.
PAUL GOLDBERGER is an architecture critic, educator, and Contributing Editor
at Vanity Fair. He is based in New York City. JEFF CHU writes on design, global
affairs, and social issues for outlets including Time, Travel+Leisure, The New York
Times Magazine, and Fast Company. He is based in Princeton, New Jersey.
JEN KIRBY is a reporter for Vox. She previously worked as an assistant editor
at New York magazine, where she wrote for Daily Intelligencer, the news and
politics site. She is based in New York City.
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This fascinating sourcebook presents the most
remarkable, beautiful, and innovative building
façades in contemporary architecture.

FAÇADES

A VISUAL COMPENDIUM OF MODERN
ARCHITECTURAL STYLES
EDITED BY OSCAR RIERA OJEDA, WITH TEXTS BY
BYRON HAWES

A building’s façade sets the aesthetic tone for its entire design
while serving a variety of functions, from regulating light and
protecting against the elements to providing insulation for
temperature and sound. This absorbing book details hundreds of
examples of interesting and progressive façades from around the
world. Presented in colourful double-page spreads, each façade is
photographed from different angles and includes engaging texts
that describe their significance. Readers can learn how traditional
mashrabiyas in Abu Dhabi are being engineered to respond to
light and to regulate heat, how a hospital in Mexico City has been
constructed with “smog-eating” tiles, and how a “bio-adaptive”
façade in Germany uses algae to generate energy and provide
shade. Informative and accessible, this compendium is a highly
useful resource for architects, engineers, and designers.
OSCAR RIERA OJEDA is an editor and designer based in the United States,
China, and Argentina. He has designed, edited, and published more than 200
architecture, design, and photography books and is the founder of Oscar Riera
Ojeda Publishers. BYRON HAWES is a New York and Toronto-based writer and
designer. He is the founder and Editor of the underground architecture and design
magazine The Après Garde, co-founder of architecture firm I-V, and Editor at
Hypebeast and Flofferz.
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A pocket-sized edition of the best-selling Great
Pubs of London, this book celebrates London’s
most significant and historic pubs.

GREAT PUBS OF LONDON
POCKET EDITION

GEORGE DAILEY, WITH PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHARLIE DAILEY,
FOREWORD BY SIR IAN MCKELLEN
For centuries, the pub has been an essential part of London’s
cultural and social fabric. This book takes readers through the
doors of 25 historically and architecturally significant London
pubs. Through photographs specially commissioned for this
project, readers can explore these institutions—from snob
screens to 400-hundred-year-old flagstone floors. Engaging
texts highlight what makes each pub so special, their place in
London’s history, the personalities who have frequented them, the
events that occurred inside, and the ways pubs have contributed
phrases such as “on the wagon” and “one for the road” to the
modern lexicon. This book reveals why the Lamb and Flag in
Covent Garden earned the nickname the “Bucket of Blood,”
and features a pub that Charles Dickens described as a “great
rambling queer old place”. Furthermore, the book muses over the
chances that Casanova paid a visit to The Dog and Duck in Soho,
and uncovers the location of Charles De Gaulle’s favorite wartime
watering hole. This fascinating book is a must-have for anyone
with a love for these London institutions and its new, easy-tocarry format makes it perfect for taking on a historic pub crawl.
GEORGE DAILEY has more than forty years of experience in the food and drink
industry. One of the pioneers of the modern English gastropub, he continues to
run successful destination inns in Oxfordshire. CHARLIE DAILEY is a photographer whose work includes documenting life backstage at The Royal Ballet,
Richard Branson’s Necker and Moskito islands, and life in Africa. She previously
spent 15 years as a camerawoman for film and television, working on a number
of award-winning shows. SIR IAN MCKELLEN is a British actor and leaseholder
of The Grapes pub in Limehouse.
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A must-have for Alexander von Humboldt fans
and botanic enthusiasts, this gorgeous collection
of frameable posters of his studies is filled with
natural wonders and meticulous detail.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT
BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

22 PULL-OUT POSTERS
OTFRIED BAUME

More than two centuries after Alexander von Humboldt
established himself as a scientific trailblazer, the work of this
pioneering explorer and naturalist is being rediscovered.
Humboldt’s travels in the Americas and Cuba were hailed by
many as the “scientific discovery of America”. These intricate
botanical masterpieces reveal his revolutionary findings as he
traveled through jungles, across rivers, and over mountainous
terrain. Technically precise, these delicately tinted prints
are equally appealing to anyone who appreciates fine art
and botanical illustration. Perfect for close study as well as
decoration, this treasury of botanical delight will help brighten
any room and inspire anyone drawn to the beauty of the natural
world.
PROF. DR. OTFRIED BAUME is the Academic Chairman Emeritus of Geography and
Landscape Ecology at the Ludwig Maximilians University of Munich, Germany.
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Perfect for display or close observation, the
posters in this elegantly produced collection of
Ernst Haeckel’s exquisite illustrations of natural
forms demonstrate his exceptional artistry.

ERNST HAECKEL
ART FORMS IN NATURE
22 PULL-OUT POSTERS
KIRA UTHOFF

Biologist, physician, philosopher, and artist, Ernst Haeckel
was also a prescient observer of the natural world. His highly
detailed and expertly rendered illustrations, first published at
the turn of the 20th century, are not only beautiful works of
art, but also have scientific underpinnings. Now available as a
series of large format posters sumptuously printed and suitable
for framing, Haeckel’s most elaborate and captivating works
illustrate his fundamental notion of the unity of all living things.
From otherworldly radiolaria to psychedelic sea anemones,
Haeckel’s science and artistry continue to provide inspiration
for 21st-century illustrators, architects, graphic designers, and
anyone interested in exploring nature’s perfect geometry.
KIRA UTHOFF is an art and lifestyle book editor. She lives in Munich, Germany.
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This dazzling survey of 16th-century Venetian
painting captures the striking colors and
revolutionary characteristics of one of art
history’s greatest chapters.

Exhibition Itinerary:
Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
February 13–May 26, 2019
Published in association with the
Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main

TITIAN AND THE RENAISSANCE
IN VENICE
EDITED BY BASTIAN ECLERCY AND HANS AURENHAMMER
It is hard to imagine more profoundly influential artists than
the Venetian painters of the 16th century. Whether creating
sweeping devotional altarpieces or intimate portraits, the
Venetian painters changed the way artists employed color and
composition. These defining qualities are on brilliant display
in this book that covers fascinating aspects of the work of
Titian, Veronese, Tintoretto, Lorenzo Lotto, Jacopo Bassano,
and many others. More than one hundred paintings, drawings,
and prints are reproduced in stunning detail. Side-by-side
comparisons draw readers into the conversations between
Venetian artists as they tackled similar subjects and vied for
commissions. The book opens with fascinating essays about the
history of 16th-century Venice, the Venetian School of painting,
and the techniques of the Venetian masters. As beautiful as
it is informative, this book features all of the excitement and
splendor of one of the most prolific and important chapters in
the history of European art.
BASTIAN ECLERCY is the Head of Italian, French, and Spanish Paintings before
1800 at the Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
HANS AURENHAMMER is Professor of Italian art history at the University of
Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
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This generously illustrated book sheds light on the
groundbreaking career of Suzanne Lacy, an artist, writer,
and educator whose participatory, socially engaged
performances helped define social practice art and continue
to resonate with many of the most pressing issues in
American culture.

SUZANNE LACY

WE ARE HERE

EDITED BY RUDOLF FRIELING, LUCÍA SANROMÁN,
AND DOMINIC WILLSDON

Exhibition Itinerary:
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
April 20–August 4, 2019
Additional venues to be announced.
Published in association with the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art

Over the past five decades the genre-defying art of Suzanne Lacy has taken
multiple forms, spanning performance, sculpture and video installations,
and photography. Organizing public encounters that emphasize intensive
community dialogue and collaborative choreography, Lacy has explored
many political and social contexts that remain deeply relevant—including
race, class, and gender equity; ageism; and violence against women. This
record of Lacy’s career is anchored by an extensively illustrated survey of
selected works that groups related projects and illuminates their core themes
and approaches. Featuring photographs, stills, ephemera, and other primary
documentation, this section incorporates a selection of reprinted texts and
newly commissioned first-person accounts by Lacy’s collaborators, a group
that includes critics and artists such as Judy Chicago, Allan Kaprow, Andrea
Bowers, Moira Roth, and Lucy Lippard. Extensive, penetrating, and visually
compelling, this long-awaited monograph documents the bold career of an
artist whose profound attentiveness to social dynamics, politics, and context
continues to provoke and inspire today.
RUDOLF FRIELING is Curator of Media Arts at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. LUCÍA
SANROMÁN is Director of Visual Arts at the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts (YBCA) in San
Francisco. DOMINIC WILLSDON is Leanne and George Roberts Curator of Education and Public
Practice at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
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Now available again, this visually stunning
collection of Gustav Klimt's landscape paintings
brings to light a lesser-known aspect of the
Viennese painter's oeuvre.

GUSTAV KLIMT
LANDSCAPES
STEPHAN KOJA
While Gustav Klimt is largely revered for his opulent, symbolladen portraits of the Viennese bourgeoisie, these works
were just one aspect of his artistic expression. His landscapes
represent an important facet of his career and are a valuable
contribution to the school of European nature painting. For
many years the artist travelled to the Austrian and Italian
countryside during the summer, where he took advantage of
the extraordinary light and spectacular hues to paint and sketch
landscapes. Among the most exquisite of Klimt's landscapes
are those in which he experimented with composition and style.
Accompanied by scholarly essays, the images reproduced in
this book comprise all extant landscapes from this brilliant
artist, proving that his mastery extends beyond portraiture and
revealing themes that appeared throughout his life's work.
STEPHAN KOJA is Director of the Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister and the
Skulpturensammlung (classical antiquity to 1800) in Dresden, Germany.
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This visually arresting book takes the reader
on a journey across the globe by presenting
the most candid, immediate, and provocative
images captured by the biggest names in street
photography from its inception to today.

STREET PHOTOGRAPHY

A HISTORY IN 100 ICONIC PHOTOGRAPHS
DAVID GIBSON

Capturing daily life in every corner of the world, this sumptuous
collection of great street photography shows the very best of
the genre. From pre-war gelatin silver prints to 21st-century
digital images, from documentary to abstract, from New York’s
Central Park to a mountain city in Mongolia, these photographs
reveal the many ways street photography moves, informs, and
excites us. The book includes work by the likes of Margaret
Bourke-White, Henri Cartier-Bresson, Joel Meyerowitz, Gordon
Parks, André Kertész, Garry Winogrand, Roger Mayne, and
other masters of street photography who pushed the genre’s
boundaries and continue to innovate today. Each exquisitely
reproduced photograph is presented on a double-page spread
and accompanied by an informative text. David Gibson’s
insightful introduction traces the history of street photography,
reflects on its broad appeal, and looks toward the future of the
genre.
DAVID GIBSON is one of the founding members of IN-PUBLiC, a well-known
street photography collective. His previous books include 100 Great Street
Photographs (Prestel) and The Street Photographer's Manual.
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Judy Chicago’s fierce, astonishing body of work gets a
fresh appreciation in this richly illustrated monograph,
which features the latest scholarship by leading experts in
the field of feminist art.

Exhibition Itinerary:
Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami
December 4, 2018–April 14, 2019
Published in association with Institute of Contemporary
Art, Miami

JUDY CHICAGO

A RECKONING

ALEX GARTENFELD AND STEPHANIE SEIDEL,
WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY JOHANNA FATEMAN
AND SARAH LEHRER-GRAIWER

Groundbreaking and provocative, Judy Chicago’s iconic sculptures, paintings,
and installations helped bridge the gap between feminism and art during
the 1960s, 70s, and beyond. Using imagery inspired by the female body
and references to historical female figures, Chicago forged a new, womenfocused visual language that continues to influence the aesthetics of feminist
art today. This book traces Chicago’s career from her emergence on the
Los Angeles art scene in the 1960s through her mature work in the 1990s.
Featuring illustrations of six distinct bodies of works, this book includes
Chicago’s masterpiece The Dinner Party as well as other lesser-known
works. With informative essays that situate Chicago’s oeuvre in the context
of contemporary Southern Californian art and scholarship that reflects
Chicago’s current work, this comprehensive book provides a breathtaking
look at one of the quintessential figures of American feminist art.
ALEX GARTENFELD is Artistic Director at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami. He has
curated numerous exhibitions and was Co-curator of the 2018 New Museum Triennial.
STEPHANIE SEIDEL is Associate Curator at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami, where she
co-curated Thomas Bayrle’s survey “One Day on Success Street,” and solo exhibitions of Tomm
El-Saieh, Edward and Nancy Kienholz, and Diamond Stingily, among others.
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Packed with useful tips and delicious recipes
from a slew of experts, Weed covers smoking,
cooking, and growing cannabis, as well as
proper stoner etiquette and a guide to mustvisit destinations around the world.

WEED

EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO KNOW
BUT ARE ALWAYS TOO STONED TO ASK
MICHELLE LHOOQ, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY THU TRAN
Not too long ago, it might have seemed impossible that cannabis
would step out of the shadows into the mainstream. But now, as
legalization sweeps the globe, a new weed culture is evolving with
its own set of rules—and thousands of new devotees eager to
learn them. Journalist Michelle Lhooq lives in Los Angeles and is
at the forefront of this revolution. Through her own expertise as
well as interviews with stars from the weed scene, she presents
a captivating glimpse into the wild new frontier of cannabis. This
witty, insightful guidebook offers useful tips on how to smoke joints,
vapes, and concentrates; make edibles and infused cocktails; grow
the plant at home; and find the best cannabis stores. It imparts
the wisdom of renowned potheads such as pioneering dub music
producer Lee “Scratch” Perry and includes interviews with the
cannabis industry’s most exciting and innovative figures, from
a lauded chef who puts on a gourmet weed dinner series, to the
editors of a weed-centric magazine, to a “cannasexual” sex educator,
and more. Complete with vibrant new hand-drawn illustrations by
the artist Thu Tran, Weed is cutting-edge, comprehensive, and
brimming with sparkling personalities—an essential introduction to
pot for both newbies and die-hards alike.
MICHELLE LHOOQ is an LA-based journalist and former electronic music editor
at VICE. Her writing has appeared in outlets including the Los Angeles Times, New
York Magazine, the FADER, The Guardian, and Pitchfork. THU TRAN is a New York
City and Cleveland-based artist who creates comics, videos, and video games. She
has made work for the Independent Film Channel, MTV, and Adult Swim.
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